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Last one,

Commodore
Alexi Stavropoulos

As I write my final article as 
Commodore, I think back on all the 
years I have spent on the board, the 
various positions I held and all the 
Board of Directors I had the pleasure 
to serve with. We worked together as a team to make 
decisions ensuring MVYC remains great place to spend 
time with family and friends. We continually strived to 
maintain the best interests of our members and our club 
and still do to this day. 

As Commodore for the past two years, I had the pleasure 
of serving with a wonderful Board of Trustees and several 
chairpersons. I would like to thank Vice Commodore 
Lauren Bazel, Rear Commodore Dan O’Keefe, Secretary Jes 
Flesch, Treasurer Gene Diotalevi, Directors Teresa Dyer, 
Nicole Mahon, Rebecca Williamson, Mitchell Mutnick, 
Woody Evans, Brian Groark, Monika Ortiz, John Binette 
and Past Commodore Chris Ruckman for their time, hard 
work, support and working together with me to keep our 
club moving forward.
 
There are many more who I need to thank for all that 
they have done for our club over the past two years. Past 
Commodore Bonnie Breneman, thank you for asking me to 
serve on your board twelve years ago and for coming back 
to make sure we were safe and secure. David Miskimens, 
thanks for your guidance and hard work on our long 
term plan, like a 
compass, ensuring 
we are headed in 
the right direction.

(continued on pg 2) 
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Bosun’s Whistle (continued from pg 1)

Thank you to the following individuals, who quietly keep the club’s various interests 
running. Sherry Catron for leading our swim team; Mike Holland and Greg Rehe for leading 
our fleets; Pat McCarthy for being Liaison in our boating community; Lisa Franklin for our 
Ship Store; Jerry Gray for keeping us gassed up; Peyton Diotalevi and Lindsey Groark for 
keeping us informed with our words and photos; and Danny Lewandowski for making sure 
we are always stocked with cold beverages. There are so many more members/volunteers 
who have been helpful to me and the board throughout the years helping keep our club in 
such beautiful shape, far too many to list, thank you!

On November 1, we elected our new Board of Directors and Club Officers who will take 
office on December 1. We are very fortunate for having a wonderful group of Club members 
who offer to give their time, efforts and commitment to serve our Club for the benefit of 
all of its members. I would like to wish them all the best of luck as they lead us over the 
coming years.

Christine and Zoe, you have both encouraged me, supported me and put up with me for 
all the years I served on the board, especially the past two years. For that I thank you both 
from the bottom of my heart. 

It has been an honor to have served this membership as Commodore for the past two 
years. It has been a challenge and a great pleasure for which I am truly humble. I would 
like to thank the membership for allowing me to have this wonderful opportunity. Now 
I look forward to joining the ranks of those who hold the very best job in the Club, Past 
Commodore.

House News

House Director
Woody Evans

As we near the the Commodore’s Ball, 
changes are coming to the leadership 
at MVYC. The slate of nominees is 
experienced and knowledgeable and 
will do a great job guiding us into the 
future.  The future planning model, 
thank you Dave, is also a great tool to keep us ahead of our 
commitments.  I do want to thank everyone that has helped 
me over the past two years.  It is great to see members 
respond when called upon.  There have been several 
improvements and maintenance made since last meeting.  
Interior improvements and upgrades will to be a topic of 
discussion with the new Board.  Lots have been discussed 
and several implemented, so let’s keep the streak alive.  
MVYC is a second home for many, so let’s treat it as such for 
existing and potential new members!

Ship’s Store 
The Ship’s Store is open 
for November or December 
birthdays and Christmas 
shopping!  E-mail Lisa at 
Shipstore@MVYC.net for 
an appointment to meet up 
and see current stock before 
we run out!

We have a new item:  
floating sunglass 
bands in red and blue!

Upcoming 
MVYC 
Meetings

Board Meetings:
• Mon, Nov 19 @ 7:30p
• Mon, Dec 17 @ 7:30p
• Mon, Jan 21 @ 7:30p

Membership Meetings:
• Thur, Nov 1 @ 8:00p
• Thur, Dec 6 @ 8:00p
• Thur, Jan 3 @ 8:00p
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Security News
Although there have been no significant incidents recently, we 
continue to have the same old issues:  doors left unlocked, beer locker 
left unlocked, unauthorized access to facility, walking through private 
events, speeding in the parking lot. Just a reminder that if you are a 
member of MVYC, you are at home here—treat it as you would your 
home: lock the doors behind you, turn off the lights, put the blinds 
down, be mindful of your fellow members, the rules, procedures and 
bylaws.  When the club is rented for a private event, it is your responsibility to use the 
pool entrance for access to restrooms & the Crow’s Nest (plus it’s courteous)! Your board 
& committee chairs are here to help, but we all need to take responsibility for security and 
generally treating our club with respect. Thanks.

Security Chair
Bonnie Breneman

“The Mommadore”

Power Fleet News
The 2018 Overnight to the Wharf was a huge success. We invaded D.C. 
with 16 boats and a lot of dock partying atmosphere. Special thanks 
to our Commodore Alexi Stavropoulos for doing all the coordinating 
with Oasis Marinas. It was a bit of a headache, so thanks Commodore! 
A special shout out to Peter Curcio (Peter and Gail Curcio’s son) and all 
the Wharf dock masters for taking such good care of us. They are one 
of the most professional marina staff on the river. Next to the crew at 
the Mount Vernon wharf of course ;-)

A point of interest and maybe some distress are the new pedestals installed at the Wharf 
marina. The marina has installed Ground Fault Protection (GFP) technology at the pedestal 
level that can detect even the slightest electrical leak in your boats electrical system. I 
know about this because my old boat apparently is “leaky”. Anyway, when an electrical 
leak is detected the pedestal breaker will pop, turning 
of the shore power going to the boat. It only takes a very 
small leak (30 milliamps) to trip these breaker according 
to this article Steve Wallace found on the subject (https://
www.powerandmotoryacht.com/maintenance/why-
some-boaters-suddenly-cant-connect-to-shore-power). 
One solution, after consulting a certified electrician, 
is to install an isolation transformer. (https://www.
boatus.com/seaworthy/magazine/2015/july/isolation-
transformers.asp)

Please keep an eye out for our 
annual Power Fleet meeting. It’s 
usually held the same night as the 
February membership meeting, 
which will be on February 7th 2019. 
More info to come.

Power Fleet Captain
Mike Holland
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Marina News

Marina Director
Brian Groark

The cooler weather is here, soon to be 
followed by the cold. With that, winter 
preparations and maintenance for the 
marina will be taking place over the 
next month or two. This will include 
winterizing the ice makers, pulling the no wake buoys, 
turning off and winterizing the dock water system, 
installing bubblers, and some boats moving to winter slips.

We will be looking for volunteers to help with pulling the 
no-wake buoys, including people on boats to pull them out 
of the water as well as people on land to clean and store 
them. A couple small boats and pressure washers will also 
be needed. If we get enough volunteers, we are also hoping 
to install the outer W rub rail the same day. This is an easy 
task, just requiring placing a lot of screws, so we’ll need a 
handful of battery drills to make quick work of it.  Please 
let me know if you are able to help out with these tasks. 
Date in early November TBD. 

Notifications will be sent once dates are set for turning off 
the dock water. If anyone needs to move to a winter slip 
in the marina, please send an email to marina@mvyc.net. 
This needs to be coordinated to be sure we get everyone a 
slip.  

Grounds News

Grounds Director
Mitchell Mutnick

As the season ends we can look back with pride on how the grounds 
survived drought, floods, soaking rains and more wood from Maryland 
and West Virginia than we would like to see. Members stepped up 
each time to quickly protect the property and remove unwanted trash 
and debris. 

When weeds took over the front flower beds and the pool area, volunteers again stepped 
forward to clean the areas and continue to improve them. We have a great group of 
volunteers who come forward when needed, and I hope will again step up on November 
17, for our final grounds event, Fall Clean Up.

I want to thank Jim Nelson and Woodlawn Tree for cleaning the debris and trimming the 
tree near the boat ramp. Also, thanks to Roger Bowers for his continued effort in weeding 
the front and side flower beds.

As my term draws to an end, thanks to all for the support you gave making the club a 
wonderful place to have friends and family visit.

CALLING VOLUNTEERS!
The Swim Team is still 
looking for a volunteer with 
carpentry skills to help our 
team with a new protective 
case for our record board. 
The current one makes 
updating the records 
difficult and is falling apart.  
If you are interested in 
helping, please email Sherry 
Catron at sherrycatron@
gmail.com.
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Membership News

Membership Director
Theresa Dyer

Welcome Aboard! Please join me in welcoming three new MVYC 
member families.

Rachael and Seraph Townsend have lived in Yacht Haven for five 
years. Seraph grew up in Rhode Island and joined the Army after 
college. Rachael’s father was an Air Force officer so she grew up all 
over the country. They met in Idaho and moved to the DC area for 
work. Seraph is in government contracting and Rachael is a journalist 
currently at BNA. They have 2 boys, Hunter is 3 and Rowe is 1 ½. Both 
boys attend Brentwood Academy and look forward to joining the MVYC 
Swim Team when they are older.

Ryan Cummings and Maria Mancini recently moved to Ferry Landing 
Court. Ryan grew up in Ocean City, NJ and attended Northeastern 
University and currently works for the Federal Aviation Administration. 
Maria was raised in Portland, Maine and earned her undergraduate and 
graduate degrees in the Southern Maine area. After earning her Ph.D. 
in Molecular Genetics she moved to Boston for an Oncology fellowship 
at Harvard Medical School. Ryan and Maria were introduced in Boston 
by a mutual friend and wed in 2014. Both are runners and Ryan has 
participated in numerous triathlons. They have a 10-year-old rescue dog 
named Chewy.

Adam and Michelle Rosen recently moved to Yacht Haven from 
Arlington, VA. Michelle is a Nurse Practitioner at Virginia Cancer 
Specialists, primarily treating patients with breast cancer. Adam is a 
trial attorney at Ashcraft & Gerel who specializes in medical products 
and pharmaceutical litigation. They have two dogs, Raleigh and 
Domino. Adam raced one-design sailboats in college and keelboats in 
law school, so since joining the club they have purchased a sailboat 
and look forward to participating in our MVYC Sail Fleet!

Farewell and Thank You! 
As I write my last article as your MVYC Membership Chairman, I would like to take the 
opportunity to thank all of our members for working with me over the past two years. It 
has been a great experience and a wonderful opportunity to be able to meet and work with 
so many of our club members. To those members who brought in prospective applicants, 
thank you for making my job so easy.  A very special thanks goes out to the volunteers 
on our Membership Committee who joined me in interviewing potential members; I 
appreciated your time and commitment.  I am very excited about the 28 member families 
who have joined MVYC over the past two years. They are part of the future generation of our 
club and I encourage all of them to become active, volunteer and consider serving on the 
MVYC Board.

There is currently one Membership Application posted on the club bulletin board:
• Craig and Kim Baker of Aspenpark Road in Lorton, Virginia
• Endorsed by: Gale Curcio & Kim Andrade
• Posted until November 13, 2018
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Communications News

November 2018
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

Club rental dates highlighted in yellow. Please be mindful of 
entering/leaving the clubhouse on these dates

1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30

Membership 
Meeting

Board 
Meeting

Coast Guard 
Auxillary 
Flotilla

Leftovers 
TGIF

Commodore’s 
Ball

Grounds 
Fall Clean-Up

Tree 
Trim-
ming 
TGIF

A Communications article has not been a regular part of the Beacon 
but, as many of you may know, the Communications Team is in need of 
assistance. I thought this would be the best way to reach out, explain 
what we do, and show how you might help. The Communications team is 
responsible for the Beacon, email distribution, and the website.
• Beacon work consists primarily of editing and layout of material 

submitted by the directors and committee chairmen. Frequently, additional articles are 
provided by members and communications team members.

• Email Distribution involves publishing the weekly schedule update, event 
announcements, and special notices as well as maintaining the mailing list.

• Website support requires updating content, functioning as a repository for club 
documents (Rules, Bylaws, meeting minutes, membership directory, etc).  The website 
also requires technical support. Currently the website uses software called Wordpress.

If there is an area where you think you would be interested in helping please or if you have 
additional questions, contact Dan O’Keefe at Communications@mvyc.net. In particular, 
the December Beacon will be the last one for Peyton Diotalevi, who has been editing 
the content for the Beacon since January 2017. Lindsey Groark, who has been doing a 
wonderful job with the layout of the Beacon, will stay on for a while longer.

Rear Commodore
Dan O’Keefe
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December 2018
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21 22

23 24 25 26 27 28 29

30 31

Many of you who spend time at the 
marina or enjoy time on the ‘Point” 
may be familiar with two young men 
who ride their bikes filled with fishing 
gear to hone their skills within our 
lagoon. For those who have not met 
these fishermen, we would like to 
introduce Brandon Santangelo, right, 
with the monster catfish the he hauled 
in during the summer and Grayson 
Seyfried and the 30 inch snakehead 
that he landed late last week. Look for these two to be winning future fishing contests 
near you. Congratulations Guys!!

Membership 
Meeting

Cuban Pig 
Roast TGIF

Board 
Meeting

Coast Guard 
Auxillary 
Flotilla

Children’s 
Christmas       
Party

Adult 
Christmas
Party

MVYC Fishermen - Next Generation
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2018 Halloween Festivities 
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Social News

Social Director
Rebecca Mebane-

Williamson

In late September, we tried something new with a ‘Paint and Sip’ 
event. A dozen members and guests were given step-by-step 
instructions and ended up with their own paintings to take home. 
While painting, attendees enjoyed music, food and wine. Since several 
people expressed interest in participating in this event but were not 
able to make a Thursday night, we are looking into doing another one 
on a Saturday or Sunday afternoon in the wintertime. Thanks to Jane Mutnick for the 
idea and putting us in touch with Creative Mankind, who 
instructed us. 

On Saturday, October 6th, 180 people consumed over 200 
lobsters which were once again prepared in a very unique 
way. A big thanks to Gene and Peyton Diotalevi, Dan and 
Chris O’Keefe, Alexi and Christine Stavropoulos, Pat and 
Judy McCarthy, Susan Fitzgerald, and Jim Gordon (plus all 
the members who helped out cleaning up) for hosting this great event. 

On October 19, members enjoyed ‘fall food’ at the ‘Gourd evening to 
you’ TGIF hosted by Roy & Linda Gurnham. 

On Friday, October 26, the O’Keefes hosted the Halloween TGIF, and 
prizes were awarded for the best male, best female and best couples 
costumes. 

Thanks to all who came out and supported our ‘Trunk or Treat’ on 
Saturday, October 27. Even though we had to move it inside and use 
tables instead of trunks, we ended up with plenty of kids and adults 
passing out candy. The kids enjoyed crafts, games and prizes for 
costumes. Thanks to Rachel Daigle, the adults had their own treats in 
the form of Halloween potions. Thanks also to the Elsons and O’Keefes for the great 
decorations, and a big thank you to Lindsey Alexander for coordinating this event. 

Coming up: 
• 11/23 – ‘Thanksgiving Leftovers’ TGIF. 
• 11/30 – ‘Trim a Tree’ TGIF 
• 12/07 – ‘Cuban Pig Roast’ TGIF 

A reminder that once the MVYC Christmas tree is trimmed on November 30, you can 
leave unwrapped gifts for Children’s National Medical Center under the Christmas tree. 
Children’s National accepts books, toys, clothing, gift cards and monetary donations 
for their Dr. Bear’s Closet. These donations are given to patients and family members 
during their hospital visit to provide comfort, offer distractions and to normalize the 
hospital setting. These toys also allow them to stock their playrooms and provide gifts 
for birthdays and holidays. MVYC has been collecting donations for Dr. Bear’s Closet at 
Children’s National for several years now, and we make a difference for the children! 
For more information on donations, please email Peyton Diotalevi at peyton.diotalevi@
gmail.com or Dan O’Keefe at communications@mvyc.net.

• 12/09 – Children’s Christmas Party
• 12/15 – Adult Christmas Party
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Holy S*&@! We Ran Out of Everything!

Rear Commodore
(Incoming)

Gene Diotalevi

The annual MVYC Lobster Fest was another claw crushing success! 

With 180 people in attendance, we worked through 186 lobsters, 26 lobster 
tails, 30 pounds of mac-n-cheese, 20 pounds of coleslaw and cucumber 
salad, approximately 72 hot dogs, a couple dozen hamburgers, ten cases of 
beer, two cases of wine and a bunch of soda and water. And yes, we ran out 
of everything. Absolutely everything. 

Maybe it was the weather, the menu, the music or just families and 
friends gathering and catching up after a long, hot, and wet summer. 
Whatever it was, we had a grand time and learned some new things.  As 
always, this event could not have been a success without a team. So here come the shout-
outs! 

• To our knee breaker and RSVP master, Mommadore Bonnie Breneman: Bonnie 
collected and managed every RSVP, creating spreadsheets and managing party finances 
in addition to collecting payments and handing out lobster tickets. 

• Master crustacean collectors, Dan and Chris O’Keefe: Dan and Chris sourced the 
lobster and seaweed and ensured it was delivered and helped with setup and teardown. 

• General Judy McCarthy who oversees all things involving organization: Judy always 
makes certain we have plates, condiments, knives, forks and whatever else we need...
and verifies all things are properly placed...and directs us to wash our hands! 

• Mac-n-Wine Queen Peyton Diotalevi: Peyton sourced all the sides and picked them up 
from a secret location in Old Town, and sourced/ delivered the vino. 

• THE MVYC Beer Fairy, Danny Lewandowski: Danny, as always, provides an idea of how 
much beer we need and purchases, delivers and stocks whatever that number is. This 
is no small feat when you consider he had to buy - schlep to car and schlep from car to 
MVYC - ten cases of beer for Lobster Fest while stocking all MVYC beer lockers. 

• DJ Confluence of Eyebrow, Commodore Alexi Stavropoulos: Alexi has been the de 
facto DJ for over a decade, schlepping down the gear, setting it up, creating a playlist and 
making sure it gets back to the club when the party is over. “I need tail,” 

• Christine Stavropoulos who tracked down extra lobster when we ran out: Christine 
picked up the baton and found lobster tails at 5PM! Christine jumped into her 
government-looking vehicle and gathered the lobster tails and rushed them back to 
those awaiting to feast! 

• Fire starter and general provocateur, Kent James Gordon: Jim always makes certain the 
point is well stocked with firewood and is the resident arsonist when it comes to making 
the most efficient fire in the smallest footprint possible. Jim was also instrumental in 
helping rack and stack the lobster tray and keeping the fire under control. 

• Down to the wire and generally unreachable, Chris “Moe” Ellis for buying the hot dogs 
and manning the grills. 

• And finally, “I REALLY LOVE LOBSTER, I REALLY DO” Susan Fitzgerald. Susan is our 
biggest cheerleader and led a team to spoon out one million little butter cups to ensure 
we had real butter when I made the fatal mistake of buying margarine. 
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I know we had many other people who 
helped setup and teardown, and I owe 
you a great deal of gratitude.

As you can tell, it takes a membership 
of volunteers to make one of these 
parties happen. Lobster Fest, October 
Fest, Commissioning Day, Children’s 
Holiday Party… it’s all volunteers that 
make it happen. The volunteers not 
only give time, but research, conduct 
meetings, drive all over the place, 
purchase products, clean-up, set-up 
and clean-up again while hoping the 
party breaks even. None of the usual 
parties are subsidized by the club and 
each party must cover all expenses. At 
the end of the day, these parties are a 
true labor of love for all involved. So, 
if you’re new to MVYC, or have been 
around for a while, and find yourself 
with some free time (even if it’s only 
30 minutes), find a party and jump in. 
While it’s a lot of work, it’s also very 
rewarding in the end.
And finally, thank you to “Too Tall 
Tom” for managing our raffle lobster, 
“Pinchy,” and congratulations to Nurse 
Jeanine who won and enjoyed all five 
pounds of “Pinchy.”  
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